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Predictive Energy Management for «SwissTrolley plus»
«SwissTrolley plus» is a collaboration project between the industry
partners Carosserie HESS AG and VBZ, and the research institutions
Bern University of Applied Sciences (BFH) and ETH Zurich. The research
project deals with a trolley bus prototype, featuring a novel traction
system with a battery serving as a buffer for electrical energy. This
buffer on the one hand allows for the recuperation of braking energy,
thereby improving system efficiency. On the other hand, it makes gridAndreas Ritter
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free operation of the bus possible for prolonged distances, enabling the
extension of existing bus routes without the need for expensive
infrastructure. Additionally, overhead wires on heavily frequented
crossings could be removed and maintenance costs for the grid operator
thereby drastically lowered. ETH’s project contribution is the
development of the intelligent energy management software .
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Fig. 1: Powertrain of the «SwissTrolley plus»

The prototype’s novel drivetrain architecture (see fig. 1)
introduces a degree of freedom in fulfilling the current
power request 𝑃 . This so-called power split can be
used by an intelligent energy management system
(EMS) to optimize overall system efficiency, i.e., to
minimize the energy fed into the grid (𝑃
in fig. 1).
This is equivalent to minimizing the losses in the
electrical path. These are predominantly arising in the
grid, the DC-DC converter, and in the battery. As the
battery efficiency is typically higher than the efficiency
of the grid and the converter, an optimal energy
management will predominantly use the battery to deal
with short-term power variations, while using the grid to
constantly recharge the battery, thus avoiding high grid
power peaks. In addition, the EMS must always keep the
battery state of energy (SOE) high enough to allow gridfree operation, but low enough to allow the battery to
absorb all the recuperated braking energy.

Multiple EMS have been developed so far. Fig. 3 to 5
show a performance comparison of the different EMS,
which are presented in the following. The optimal noncausal offline solution serves as a benchmark.
• The “Backup-EMS” is a heuristic strategy that is
implemented by HESS on the central control unit of
the bus. It serves as a fallback solution for the more
sophisticated strategies.
• The “adaptive equivalent consumption minimization
strategy” (A-ECMS) is a simple, non-predictive
online-controller based on optimal control theory,
adapted from [2].
• The model predictive control (MPC) approach uses
the (imperfect) predictions from the road map on a
receding horizon to generate a reference SOE
trajectory, which is then tracked by an ECMS-based
online controller.

Fig. 3: Simulated additional energy consumption (with respect to the

Learning and Predicting
The software on the bus is constantly learning about its
environment by incrementally building the so-called
road map. It does so by adding nodes and edges to
construct a directed graph (see fig. 2) [1]. The nodes of
this graph can store and combine data from multiple
trips. The value of the signals can be retrieved for
predicting upcoming driving conditions, most
importantly the altitude and velocity profile. The
learning process is unsupervised and has been
implemented and tested on the prototype.

optimal solution) using the different EMS. The differences are more
significant with smaller battery sizes, as in this case the energy
management task gets more challenging and predictive information is
thus more valuable.

Fig. 5: Converter output power histograms. The more sophisticated
the EMS, the more constant the grid load and thus the lower the
ohmic losses in the grid.

Expected Impact
A 15 % reduction in energy consumption, compared to
state-of-the-art trolley buses, could be shown in a field
study [3]. The savings are mainly due to the increased
amount of recuperated braking energy. The already
implemented A-ECMS controller can reduce the energy
fed into the overhead grid by an additional 1-2 %.
Simulation studies show the great potential of a
predictive EMS, especially with the use of smaller
batteries: In this case, a predictive EMS can reduce the
overall energy consumption by an additional 5 % (see
fig. 3). Similar results are expected on bus routes with
more pronounced altitude profiles. The developed MPC
algorithms have been validated in software-in-the-loop
tests and are now being implemented on the bus.
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Fig. 2: Schematic depiction of the directed graph representing the
road map. The nodes (circles) are connected by edges (arrows).
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